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DESIGN OF THE LINEAR NON-EVAPORABLE GETTER PUMP
FOR THE PEP-II B FACTORY

L.Bertolirri, D. Beftne, J. Bowman, D. Hathaway, K. KishiysIEz M. Mugge, T.SwaII
Lawrence Llverrnom National Laboratory, University of Califorrri% Liverrnore, CA 94550 USA

Absntzct
There are several regions in the PEF-ff B Factory at

SLAC that rcquir’c dktributcd pumping to deal with
large ptmtc-dmmbedgas loads or to prcduccvery low
pressurcs(clO” Torr). These regions include the Low
Energy Rkig WL@.r dump chambers, the transitions
between the High Energy Ring arcs and straight
sections, ml most impmtantl y the Interaction Region.
We have designed a compact Non-Evapomble Getter
pump using commercial getters that combks high
pumping speed and high sorption capacity. We &cribs
the design fcatm= of the NEG pumps, ~ Our t=t
results from prototype pumps. In addition, we discuss
future variations of this style of NEG pump.

1 INTRODUCTION

The PEP-U AsymmetricB FactoU collider is mde
up of two cmmtcr-cumulating storage rings. The High
EnergyRing (HER)circulateselectronsat an energyof
9 GeVand a current of 1 Amp. The Low EnergyRing
circulatespositrons at an energy of 3.1 Gv md a
cm-rentof 2.1 Amps. The Interaction Region (TN
vacuum system w~~thetWO~msmlfideWuim
verylowaverage beamline pressures (c109 Tom). High
gasloada generated hy the syncbmtron radiation stiking
the vacuum chamber walls necessitate-s a vacuum
pumping system with high pumping sp=d and high
sotption capacity. In addition, the low bcamline
COnd”Cram requires that the vacuum pumping k Of a
distrihutcd or linear nature.

The vacuum pumping solution in the HER arcs is
tbe Dkhihuted Ion Pump (DIP). The HER arcs have
5.4 meter long dipole magnets to bend the elcchun
team in an arc. The DIPsconvenientlymake use of the
residual magnetic field from the magnets to provide
uniform dkrnbutcd pumping along the beam apcrtme.
DIPs however, am not a viable option in the Intmction
Region. The pumping sped of ion pumps d— =
pressure decreases. In a region where sub-nTom
prcssurm m the goal, this is not a desirable
characteristic. In addhion, the magnets in the IR do not
provide enough covcmge along the length of beandine
to provide for continuous vacuum pumping.

Our solution is to use Non-e.va~ble Getterc
(NEG). The task is to contigm the NEG in a way to
maximize linear pumping speed and sorption capacity.
The high pumping speed will produce the low beandine
pressure we desire and the high sorption capacity will
allow us to operate the NEGs for long pcrkds of time
before regenerating them, The NEG activation

mechanism is also a concern. Activation hy baking the
chambers is not

possible since the chambers am exhuded half-~
oxgen-free copper which will ann=l at activation
tempcmturcs. Activation by ohmic heating mqti
continuous lengths of NEG and presents thermal
expansion problems.

Two main concerns have been express=d about the
use of NEGs within PEP-IL Fist, NEGs are inherently
“dusty” devices to install into a high current electron
storage ring. There was concern that the phenomena
expcrimwd at the HERA storage ring would occur at
PEP-fL HERA experienced beam interactions with
‘Inacm-pmticlcs” which caused severely shortened beam
lifetimes. The m=mndconcern was that high gas Inadc
would result in unreasonabley short regene~tiOn
intervals.

Once we developed a. ae@sble getter

eonflguration, we found other regions withh PEP-II
where the NEG pump design could be applied. Figure 1
shows a plan view of PEP-ff with the NEG locations
identified.The PEP-ffNEG pump design is used in the
IR, the LER Wiggler vacuum chamber, and the HER
arc-t~stmighttransitionchambers.

Flgurc 1. NEG Pump Locations within the PEP-ff B
Factory
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2 PUMP DESCRIPTION

The pumping speedand sorption capacity of a
NEGpumpare proportional totheaurface aceaof NEG
material in the pump. For this mason it was impmtant
to findaway tomaximize thesurfke atea within the
small volumes allocated fw pumps in the beam tubes.
We have deckkd to increase surface m in the same
manner an engineer increases convective heat transfer
area in a automobile mdiator, by using YhN’. We cut
~vid~ ‘~CES” ~m SAES ST707/CI’AM/30D

tip using a laser welding machhe. The laser is used to
produce as clean a cut as possible. We found that
precision shearing dies produced torn edges which tended
to incm.asedust generation from the NEG. Cutting the
NEG with the 1- (under a nitrogen gas purge)
produced a clean edge without damaging the nearby
granules of getter alloy.

A cross-section of the pump is shown in Figure 2.
Individual NEG wafers am strung on a 0.375” o.d.,
0.035” wall stainless steel tube. Adjacent wafers ae
sepamtd by stainless steel wire spacers. The width of
thespacers can bevariedtoadjust thespxxiand capacity
of the pump. Typically, the NEG spacing ranges from
0.040” to 0.120”. The stainless steel tube has a 0.125”
square key attached along its length. The purpose of the
key is to prevent rotation of the square NEG wafa. On
each end of the pump are slip-on tube clamps that keep
the yafer array compressed. The stainless steel tube has
a *on one end and a conflat flange on the other end.
Thetubeacts as bothasupport forthe NEG wafkrsand
part of the vacuum bamier. The pump is inserted into a
pumping antechamber within a PEP-II vacuum chamber
and bolts to a conflat flange on the end of the chamber.
Figure 3 shows a cut-away view of a NEG pump
installed in an IR vacuum chamber. hem m supports
located every 20” along the stainless steel tube which
stand the pump off the walls of the antechamber. ‘fhe
supports and the NEG wafers are sized to allow a conflat
gasket to be slipped over the pump to seal the end
flange.

[

.040” Die. Stainless Steel
Wire Spocem

- Neg Wflfer
,,

.125” Squore Key 1 \ .25” O,D, Heoter

Figure 2. Cross-section of a PEP-II NEG Pump

Using a wafer spacing of 0.040”, we have built
vacuum pumps with the equivalent of 18 meters of
NEG strip per meter of pump length. l%at quantity of
NEG can sorb several Torr-liters of gas before needing
to be regenerated. Atler machine commissioning, we are

predicting that the NEG pumps will only require annual
mgenmtion.

Activation of the NEG is accomplished with a
0.25” o.d. commercial tubular heater. The heater is
imerted into the stainless steel tube from outside of the
vacuum system. With the heater outaide the vacuum
there is no need for an elecrical f~thmugh. If a heater
fails, it can be

Figure 3. NEG Pump in an IR Chamber

rephced without venting the vacuum system. Since this
pump is W from the center there is a significant
radial temperature variation across each wafiw. For a
1.18 square wafer the temperature can vary as much as
180%2.The published activation parameters for ST707
am 45(F’C for 45 minutes [1]. If we heat the NIX3
wafkrs to a minimum tempemtum of 45(YC the center
portion of each wafkr will be approximately 600”C. In
previous activation tests [2] we have found the NIW
alloy will suffer catastrophic delamination from the
constantan substrate at approximately 7 10“C. For this
mason it is important to characterize the heater
parameters well to avoid overheating and damaging the
NEG.

4 TESTING

Them wexe two goals in testing the prototype
PEP-II NEG Pump. First of all we wanted to verify the
pumping speed and sorption capacity of this new
configuration. Sorption tests wete conducted for
prototype pumps with different wafer spacings. Figure 4
shows the sorption curve! for a pump with 0.040”
spaces between wafers. Also shown is a calculated
sorption curve based on the NEG manufacturer’s
published data [1].

The second goal of the tests was to characterize the
heater parameters requhed to adequately activate the
NEG. Since the pumps installed in PEP-II will not be
equipped with internal thermocouples it is essential that
we know what heater parameters will produce the proper
NEG temperature. The prototype pump was oudltted
with two themmcouples, one on the outer edge of a
NEG wafer and one attached to the outside of the
stainless steel tube. Between sorption tests we activated
the pumps and monitored the temperatures. Figure 5
shows the temperature profile of the NEG and stainless
steel tube during a typical activation.
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Figure 4. Sorption Curve for a PEP-II NEG
Pump

5 DUST

There were two sepamteissues _ “dust
production” and NEGs. As we have mentioned earlii,
we wtxe cmcemed about the production of ~
particles that potentially could interact with the beams.
But a second issue came up dudng the project. The
European Synchrotrons Radation Laboratmy (ESRF)
experienced lifetime problems because of magnetic
contaminants fi-om ST707 interacting with their stored
beam [3]. We not only worked to minimize dust
production,but we also attemptedto deal with magnetic
dust production too. The best solution for both
problems was to use a sintered NEG alloy. The alloys
used in sintered configurations am not mquimd to go
through a ball mill where the magnetic contaminates are
introduced. Sintering also pmduoes much stronger
adhetion than does the roll bonding process used on
ST707 strip. Unfortunantly, the cost of the sintered
NEGs was prohibitive for the project and therefore not
an option. We were left with utilizing ST707 and trying
to minimze dust production wherever possible. As
mentioned earlier, we cut the individual NEG wafers
with a her to produce a clean edge We also worked
with SAES Getters S.p.A. to process all of our NEG
by multiple passes through a magnetic sieve. These
processes will not eliminate dust production, however,
they may decrease it to an acceptable level. In chambers
where our NEG pumps will experience changing
magnetic fields, we may have to revisit sintemd NEGs
if we encounter problems.
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6 SUMMARY

We have dedgwd a linear NEG pump to solve a
variety of vacuum problems within the PEP-II machine.
‘Ilw pump utilizes an innovative configuration of
commemial getter strips to produce high pumping speed
an high so@ion capacity. The pump design allows us
to vary the quantity of getter and thus vary the linear
pumping speed.
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